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Abstract
Combining the capabilities of the programmability of networks by SDN and discovering patterns by machine learning are
utilized in security, traffic classification, QoS prediction, and network performance and has attracted the attention of researchers.
In this work, we propose HyMER: a novel hybrid machine learning framework for traffic aware energy efficient routing in
SDN which has supervised and reinforcement learning components. The supervised learning component consists of feature
extraction, training, and testing. The reinforcement learning component learns from existing data or from scratch by iteratively
interacting with the network environment. The framework is developed on POX controller and is evaluated on Mininet using
Abiline, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany real-world topologies and dynamic traffic traces. Experimental results show that the
supervised component achieves up to 70% feature size reduction and more than 80% accuracy in parameter prediction. The
refine heuristics algorithm increases the accuracy of the prediction to 100% with 14X to 25X speedup as compared to the brute
force method. The reinforcement learning module converges from 100 to 275 iterations and converges twice faster if applied
on top of the supervised component. Moreover HyMER achieves up to 10 watts per switch power saving, 30% link saving, 2
hops decrease in average path length.
Index Terms
Software defined networks, SDN, Energy Efficiency, Ratio for Energy Saving, Machine Learning, Supervised Learning,
Reinforcement Learning, Traffic awareness, Q-Routing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several computing disciplines use machine learning as a tool to discover patterns in structured, semi-structured and
unstructured data. Recently, there exists an increasing use of machine learning techniques in software defined networks
(SDN) for traffic prediction, routing optimization, QoS prediction, resource management, and security [1]–[6]. Major ICT
companies (e.g. Facebook, Yahoo, Microsoft, Huawei, Cisco, and Google) has adopted SDN paradigm in their data centers
and network equipment designs [7], [8].
In SDN with the logically centralized controller, a massive amount of information is generated due to switch-controller
communication. Events such as link up, link down, switch down, switch up, new packet arrival, trigger information to be
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2sent to the controller. Likewise, flow modify, flow drop, and statistics related information are generated and can be stored
within the controller. With the ever increasing amount of network information, machine learning techniques are formidable
and play vital role in discovering knowledge from the stored network information [3]–[5].
One of the most prominent challenges of the present world is energy since it has both economic and ecological issues.
10% of the global energy consumption is due to ICT sector out of which 2% is from network components. By 2020 the total
electricity cost of cloud data centers is expected to increase by 63% [9], [10]. SDN enables to achieve traffic proportional
energy consumption through dynamic re-routing of flows. The practical solution is to sleep/turn off underutilized components
during low traffic load. However, there is a trade-off between network performance and energy efficiency since turning off
network components for the sake of efficiency would have an adverse effect on network performance.
In this work, we propose a novel hybrid machine learning based framework named HyMER that combines the capabilities
of SDN and machine learning for energy efficient routing. The three modules of HyMER framework are traffic manager,
topology manager, and the learning machine. The framework combines the advantages of supervised and reinforcement
learning models. Unlike other machine learning approaches that use a single algorithm and mainly focus on a single objective,
HyMER, not only does exploit the advantages of supervised and reinforcement learning algorithms but also maintains the
trade-off between network performance and energy efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first that
proposes a hybrid machine learning solution for energy efficiency and network performance in SDN.
We have proposed integer programming (IP) formulations and heuristics to maintain the trade-off between network
performance and energy efficiency in SDN [11]–[13]. However, the efficiency of the heuristics proposed, namely Next
Shortest Path, Next Maximum Utility, and MaxRESDN, depends on the values of the link utility interval parameters that
were previously determined by brute force. In this work, we use the supervised component of HyMER framework to predict
the optimal values of the utility interval parameters to achieve the highest energy saving and acceptable network performance.
The reinforcement component is used to achieve energy saving and network performance by interacting with the network
environment, hence, is able to handle the dynamic traffic and network status changes. The reinforcement component can
learn from scratch or can be applied on the top of the supervised component.
The novelty of HyMER lies in the fact that it has the benefits of energy efficiency, network performance, dynamicity, and
computational feasibility. Our approach not only maintains the trade-off between network performance and energy efficiency
but also is able to capture the network dynamic nature in computationally feasible time. Switches, links and ports are energy
saving capabilities in SDN. Energy efficiency is achieved by minimizing the power consumption of switches and the number
of active links. Better network performance refers to the minimum average path length of flows, maximum throughput, and
minimum delay. Dynamicity of an energy saving approach in SDN environment is the ease of adapting to the changing
topology and traffic. Computational feasibility is the measure of how practical the proposed solution is in terms of time and
space requirements.
The contributions of this work are as follows.
• We propose a hybrid three module machine learning framework, namely HyMER, for traffic proportional energy saving
in SDN. The modules are Traffic Manager, Topology Manager, and Learning Machine. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to consider the learning machine as a module in an SDN controller for energy saving and network
performance.
• Most of the machine learning approaches proposed for SDN are for traffic classification, routing, intrusion detection,
3or attack prediction. To the best of our knowledge, our HyMER framework is the first in applying machine learning to
energy saving and network performance combined using both supervised and reinforcement learning.
• We propose a full-fledged supervised machine learning method that starts from feature extraction, applies feature
reduction, and performs testing. Our results indicate up to 70% feature size reduction using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). The supervised component predicts the link utility interval parameters with an accuracy of more than
80%. The proposed refine heuristics converges the predicted values to the optimal values with a speedup of 14X to
25X as compared to the brute force approach.
• We also propose a reinforcement learning method that minimizes energy consumption while keeping acceptable per-
formance for dynamic routing in SDN. To the best of our knowledge, HyMER reinforcement component is the first
to model both network performance and energy efficiency simultaneously. The reinforcement method converges to the
maximum energy saving with a minimum of 100 to a maximum of 275 episodes. Episodes are the number of iterations
which is the measure or time it takes for the reinforcement learning agent to reach the terminating state.
• We also demonstrate that combining the supervised and reinforcement methods not only does capture the dynamic
change more efficiently but also increases the convergence speed. To the best of our knowledge, in the context of
SDN, our approach is the first to combine supervised and reinforcement learning to jointly achieve energy saving and
network performance. Initializing the reinforcement learning with the outputs of the supervised component speeds up
the convergence by 2X on average.
• Experiments are conducted with Mininet and POX controller using real word network topologies and traffic traces from
SNDLib. In particular, Abiline, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany topologies and dynamic traffic traces are utilized. Switch
power consumption is simulated using the SDN enabled switch NEC [14].
• HyMER heuristics has shown up to 50% link saving, and also exhibits up to 8.7 watts, 14.7 watts, and 10 watts less
power consumption on average as compared to state-of-the-art utility based energy saving approaches for the Abiline,
GEANT, and Nobel-Germany topology and real world traffic traces respectively.
• Our approach exhibits average path length, throughput, and delay closer to approaches which give priority to perfor-
mance. However, it is on average 2 hops less in average path length, 15 Mbps more in throughput, and 5 ms less in
delay as compared to approaches that give priority to energy saving. The comprehensive experiments demonstrate that
HyMER maintains the trade-off between performance and energy efficiency.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the preliminaries about machine learning and
related work. The HyMER framework is described in Section III. The supervised and reinforcement learning components of
the HyMER framework are presented in Sections IV and V respectively. Section VII presents the experimental analysis of
our approach. Section VIII presents findings, discussions and application scenarios of our proposed framework. Conclusion
and future work are discussed in Section IX.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK
A. Machine Learning Preliminaries
Table I shows the three categories of machine learning techniques namely, supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement.
In supervised learning, an example input data and its label (output) are provided. The goal of supervised learning is to
infer the unknown function which maps the example training inputs into the output. The tasks in supervised learning are
4classification and prediction (regression) if the example output data type is categorical or numeric value respectively. In this
approach, both example data and its corresponding output is provided. However, labeling the example data should be done
by experts; hence, it is a time taking and labor-intensive task. In addition, such approaches have training scalability issues
as the size of the training data gets larger.
TABLE I: Types of Machine Learning Techniques
Categories Task Examples Algorithms
Supervised Function from labeled data Classification and Prediction Regression, SVM,and Neural Net
Unsupervised Pattern from unlabeled data Clustering and association K-means, association rules
Reinforcement Learn by interaction Exploitation and exploration Q-Learning, TD, DQN
Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, is only given the example unlabeled inputs but not their corresponding output.
The task, therefore, is to uncover a hidden pattern in the unlabeled input data. Although such an approach avoids the
labor-intensive and time taking labeling task, it may end up uncovering a pattern that may be of no interest. Reinforcement
learning, on the other hand, does not have an example of input data. It learns by interacting with the environment through
taking actions and collecting rewards. Such approaches are more suitable if the input data is delayed. However, reinforcement
learning has a drawback of taking more time to converge [2].
In machine learning, feature extraction is a technique used to select a subset of data more relevant to finding interesting
patterns. Feature extraction involves feature representation and feature reduction. The performance of machine learning
method depends on the choice of features. Complex features require memory, computational power, and longer training
time.
Feature reduction is a method of reducing the dimension of the feature set. Dimension reduction is the process of reducing
the number of random variables under consideration by obtaining a set of principal variables [15]–[17]. Major techniques
used in machine learning are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [18], Factor Analysis (FA), Projection Pursuit (PP), and
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [19].
B. Machine Learning in Networking
The use of machine learning techniques for energy efficiency in traditional networks has been studied [20], where the
techniques are applied in assisting resource management, power distribution, demand forecasting, workload prediction, virtual
machine placement prediction, memory assignment, CPU frequency, and traffic classification. The techniques range from
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning, to hybrid methods.
There also exist several attempts in integrating machine learning to SDN. Approaches for enabling machine learning
on SDN are discussed in [1], [21]. Table II shows the list of machine learning techniques and algorithms used in SDN,
and their objectives. The objectives of using machine learning range from optimizing QoS [3] in terms of delay [5], [22],
[23], congestion [24], and reliability [4] to ensure security in terms of attack prediction and classification. Supervised
machine learning algorithms such as Neural Networks (NN), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Bayesian networks are used.
Reinforcement learning (RL) methods are also used to capture the dynamic nature of the network.
A meta-layered machine learning approach composed of multiple modules is proposed in [3], where the goal is to mimic
the results of heuristics used in traffic engineering to maximize the quality of service (QoS). However, each neural network
5TABLE II: Machine Learning Methods used in Software Defined Networking
Example Algorithm ML Type Objective Domain
[3] NN Supervised QoS General
[4] HMM Supervised Reliability Wi-Fi
[5] NN Supervised Delay General
[6] RL based NN RL Loss rate and Security Data center
[24] QAR RL Congestion and fast delivery Data center
[25] NN and Bayesian Supervised DDoS Attack General
[22] RL RL Delay General
[23] DRL RL Delay General
per module is trained separately and each trained model operates separately for each demand pair. The drawback of this
approach is that it does not represent the relationships between the demands.
Seer is a configurable platform for network intelligence based on SDN, knowledge centric networking, and big data
principles, where the goal is to accommodate the development of future algorithms and application that target network
analytics [4]. It is also flexible in a sense that it allows high-level users to decide what network information to use for
their goals. By focusing on reliability, the platform aspires to provide a scalable, fault-tolerant and real-time platform, of
production quality.
Another machine learning based approach NeuRoute is a dynamic framework which learns a routing algorithm and imitates
its results using neural networks in real-time. NeuRoute is implemented on top of Google’s TensorFlow machine learning
framework and tested on POX controller. Experimental findings on GEANT topology show that the NeuRoute is faster than
dynamic routing algorithms [5].
The work in [6] proposed a neural network based reinforcement learning method to design an SDN based secured overlay
network for geographically distributed data centers communications over the public Internet. Experiment results show that
the proposed Cognitive Routing Engine (CRE) finds sup-optimal QoS paths as compared to the optimal IP paths.
A reinforcement based QoS-aware Adaptive Routing (QAR) method for multi-tenancy controller environment is proposed
in [24]. Considering a multi-layer hierarchical SDN, the approach leverages the scalability of the reinforcement learning
approach in adapting to the changing environment. The objective of the approach is to maximize QoS in terms of congestion
avoidance and fast packet forwarding. The reward function for the reinforcement learning is based on QoS.
Machine learning in SDN is also used in predicting the host to be attacked [25] using C4.5 decision tree classifier, Bayesian
Network, Decision Table, and Naive-Bayes algorithms. Prediction of DDoS attack using neural network is implemented in
NOX controller [26].
In SDN, the controller is logically centralized. Practically, centralized control is achieved through multiple controllers
working in a distributed but coordinated manner. Reinforcement learning is used to aid the dynamic routing in SDN via
distributed controllers. Emulation results show that the proposed algorithm not only captures a dynamic traffic demand but
also exhibits improved QoS in terms of loss rate and delay as compared to OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) routing protocol
implemented on SDN controller [22].
The work in [23] uses Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithm to optimize routing by minimizing network delay.
Given the traffic matrix, the approach uses deep learning as a black-box to find all optimal paths from all sources to all
destinations. The DRL attempts to learn the paths that minimize network delay iteratively. Experimental results show that
6the approach performs better than traditional dynamic routing algorithms with respect to computation time.
In contrast to the existing machine learning based solutions proposed for SDN which are mainly on security, traffic
classification [1], and QoS in terms of delay, congestion, and throughput, our framework models performance and energy
efficiency at the same time using both supervised and reinforcement learning. We present a method of representing network
traffic as features, perform feature size reduction using mathematically proven techniques, provide heuristics to increase
the accuracy of the prediction to 100%. Moreover, we have also modeled a dynamic energy efficient routing algorithm for
SDN using reinforcement learning. In our approach, the link utility interval parameters are predicted for the MaxRESDN
heuristics algorithm [12].
III. HYMER FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
We propose HyMER framework that utilizes machine learning techniques to achieve traffic proportional energy efficiency
in SDN. Our approach is hybrid in a sense that it combines the best features of supervised and reinforcement learning.
The objectives of the HyMER hybrid framework are to jointly formulate energy efficiency and network performance, to
propose generalized heuristics algorithms, and to apply machine learning approaches on SDN controller that learn from
traffic, topology and solution history.
Figure 1 illustrates the HyMER framework consisting of three modules: traffic manager, learning machine and topology
manager. The information of the traffic generated by the applications is passed to the traffic manager that stores details of
traffic information in terms of source-destination pairs, rate, starting time of each traffic flow, and the total amount of flows
in the repository. The status of the network and the topology information are stored in the repository. The learning machine
should give an optimal sub-graph based on the traffic volume by learning from historical data in case of the supervised, or
learns by interacting with the network environment in case of the reinforcement learning. Low traffic load would result in
a sub-graph with a smaller number of active links and switches as compared to a sub-graph in the case of high traffic load.
The topology manager module is responsible for retrieving information about the organization and status of the network
components and store it in the repository. It also keeps track of cost information of links and forwarding switches. If a
network component fails or is out of service, the topology manager updates the global topology information.
There exist two machine learning components inside the learning machine module, namely supervised learning component
and reinforcement learning component. The supervised learning component learns from historical labeled training data. This
component is appropriate when there exist large amount of input and their corresponding output data. Deciding on the
amount of training data is not a straightforward task but collecting as much data as possible is of practical significance. The
more data we have the better the learning is. If there is small amount of training data, the model may have highest training
accuracy but would perform less when tested with unseen new data. This is called overfitting. The reinforcement learning
module works even if there is no sample training input and output data. It learns by iteratively interacting with the network
environment by taking actions and accumulating rewards.
IV. THE SUPERVISED LEARNING COMPONENT OF THE HYMER FRAMEWORK
Figure 2 illustrates the supervised learning component of the HyMER framework. This component consists of three stages:
feature extraction, training, and testing. The feature extraction stage extracts features from the traffic, topology, switch, and
link data, and represents them using a matrix to perform size reduction. In this work, we represent the traffic matrix (X)
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Fig. 1: HyMER: A Hybrid Machine Learning Framework for Energy Efficient Routing in Software Defined Networking
where each row i is a traffic snapshot (Sni) and the columns are source destination switch pairs. Each value in the matrix
represents the traffic flow rate between the source and destination for the corresponding traffic snapshot. The training stage
sets the hyperparameters of the training model using cross-validation, and then builds a training model. The testing stage
makes a prediction on the next sub-optimal graph that is proportional to the traffic volume. The refining prediction part of
the testing stage improves the predicted state using a heuristics algorithm.
A. Feature Extraction
The first stage of the supervised learning component has two parts; feature representation and feature reduction. The type
of data that we use and how we model it for the training stage is called feature representation. Network modeling and traffic
representations need to reflect the network environment. Feature representation has a direct effect on the performance of the
machine learning model. Feature reduction deals with minimizing the size of the data without losing valuable information.
1) Feature Representation: The network is represented as a graph where the nodes and the edges correspond to the
switches and the links, respectively. A traffic flow is represented by the source node, destination node, and the flow rate. If
the number of switches in the network is m, then the column size of the traffic matrix X is represented as
d = mx(m− 1)
If we extract n number of snapshots for training data, then the dimension of the traffic matrix X
|X| = nxd
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Fig. 3: Example of network topology and traffic snapshot a) The network is represented as a graph where the switches are the nodes and
the edges are the links b) A traffic snapshot
where n is the total number of traffic demand snapshots taken periodically.
Figure 3.a shows an example graph representation of a network topology with 4 switches and 4 links. Figure 3.b represents
both the network topology as a graph and traffic demand from each node and their corresponding flow rates. Switch S1
has flow demands f1,2, f1,3, and f1,4 with flow rates 0.3, 0.1, and 0.2 units. Likewise, there exist three distinct traffic flows
from S2, S3, and S4.
Table III shows how the traffic feature is extracted and represented in our approach for the example topology in Figure
9TABLE III: Traffic feature extraction and representation of snapshots of a network
Snapshot f1,2 f1,3 f1,4 f2,1 f2,3 f2,4 f3,1 f3,2 f3,4 f4,1 f4,2 f4,3
Sn1 0.3 0.1 0.2 1.2 0.4 0.1 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.2 2.2 1.3
Sn2 1.5 1.9 1.1 0.9 1 2.5 2.9 2.3 1.1 2.9 1.2 1.8
Sn3 1 1.2 2.7 1.4 3 2 2.5 1.4 1.9 3 1.3 1.2
Sn4 1 1.3 2.8 1.8 2.1 2.2 2.1 1.3 2.2 1.6 2.8 0.8
3.a. Each row in the table shows a snapshot of the traffic. Each column represents the source destination pairs and the
value represents traffic flow rates between the source and destination. A snapshot of the traffic and network status is taken
periodically. For example, f1,2 column represents the traffic flow with switch S1 as the source switch and S2 as the
destination switch. The first row, snapshot Sn1 is the representation of the network snapshot of Figure 3.b. The flow rate
f1,2 between switches S1 and S2 is 0.3. Similarly, the flow rates of f1,3, f1,4, f2,1, and f2,3 are 0.1, 0.2, 1.2, and 0.4 units.
Likewise, Sn2, Sn3, and Sn4 are example traffic snapshots of the network topology presented in Figure 3.
2) Feature Size Reduction: We utilize PCA (Principal Component Analysis) for feature size reduction in the supervised
learning component of HyMER. PCA is a linear combination of optimally-weighted observed variables. The outputs of PCA
are these principal components whose numbers are less than or equal to the size of the original feature space. The principal
components are orthogonal to each other. PCA is commonly used in face recognition, image classification, and unsupervised
predictions.
Algorithm 1 shows the steps used in PCA for feature size reduction [27]. The inputs to the algorithm are the traffic
matrix Xnxd as stipulated in Figure 3 and Table III, and the number of principal components k. Line 1 computes the
mean vector X¯ of X. The dimension of X¯ is equal to the feature dimension d. Line 2 mean normalizes the traffic matrix.
Mean normalization is necessary because it makes each feature component have the same standard deviation which helps
all principal components to have equal weight. The next step of PCA is to compute the covariance matrix of the mean
normalized data and compute the eigenvectors V and eigenvalues E as stipulated on lines 3 and 4. Line 5 orders the V based
on eigenvalues E in descending order. The eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is at the first position
while the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue is at the end of the list.
Algorithm 1 PCA: Reduce the traffic matrix Xnxd to Xnxk and produce the projection matrix Wdxk
Input: Traffic matrix Xnxd and k the number of principal components
Output: Feature data Xnxk and projection matrix Wdxk where k is the number of principal components and d is
1: X¯ ←
d∑
i=1
Xi . mean of X
2: T ←X - X¯ . mean normalize T
3: C ← 1n (X − X¯)T (X − X¯) . C is the covariance matrix
4: V,E ← eig(C) . computer eigen value and vector
5: V ← sortdesc(V,E) . sort V based on E
6: W ← eigenvecsk . Projection matrix W dxk
7: Xnxk ← XW . Project X on W space
The next step in the PCA algorithm is to prepare the projection matrix W with the top k principal components. However,
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selecting the value of k is a significant step in PCA and a challenging task. Small k value reduces the feature size significantly
but preserves fewer information of the original data. The variance of the principal components shows the direction of the
eigenvector corresponding the to maximum eigenvalue that carries most of the information in the original unreduced data.
The larger the variance the more information the principal components carry. If we use the whole principal components the
variance would be closer to 100%, and if the number of principal components chosen does not carry any information about
the whole matrix, the value becomes 0. The variance decreases while moving from the first (largest) component to the last
one. Line 6 computes the projection matrix Wdxk. Line 7 reduces the dxn dimensional matrix X to dxk by projecting it
over the eigenspace W. The outputs of the algorithm are the projected matrix Xnxk and the projection matrix Wdxk. The
projection matrix Wdxk would also be used in the testing stage of the supervised learning component to transform the unseen
new traffic matrix Xtxdnew to X
txk
new.
B. Training
The training stage of HyMER has two parts: hyperparameter tuning and model training. We use Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to reduce feature dimension and train a regression model. The hyperparameter needed for the PCA algorithm
is the number of principal components k and the hyperparameters for the regression model are the learning rate α ∈ (0, 1]
and number of iterations. A learning rate close to 0 takes longer training time. Since regression is an iterative approach,
the number of iterations is the maximum number of repetitions the algorithm performs before it converges or terminates.
We use n fold cross-validation technique to pick the right parameter k. In n-fold cross-validation [28], where our case is
10-fold cross-validation, the original sample is randomly partitioned into ten equal size sub samples where nine of the ten
sub-samples are used for training and the remaining one is used as validation. This process is repeated by making each
sub-sample as a validation set only once and as a training set nine times. The ten results from the ten-folds are then averaged
to produce a single estimation. The 10-fold cross validation is done for various k values until the optimal k value that gives
the maximum accuracy is found. After tuning the parameters, the next step is to build a regression model by using all the
training dataset. The regression model is then ready to be used for predicting the out puts of unseen data.
C. Testing
Testing refers to applying the trained model to predict the values for unknown new traffic matrix. There exist two steps in
this stage; prediction and refining. For a new traffic matrix Ytxd with t number of snapshots, we use the projection matrix
Wdxk to reduce its size to Ytxk that is computed as follows.
Y txk = Y txdW dxk
Then, we use the regression model we built (as described in Subsection IV-B) for prediction. In order to increase the
accuracy of the model, Algorithm 2 is utilized. The rationale behind the Refine algorithm is to increase the predicted Umin
by step size parameter α until the energy saving decreases and to decrease the value of the predicted Umax by α until
the energy saving remains constant. The steps taken by increasing Umin and decreasing Umax by α until we get the
optimal value is based on the analysis of Umin and Umax parameters of the MaxRESDN heuristics in [13]. The inputs
to the algorithm 2 are predicted Umin0, predicted Umax0, step size α, and threshold β. The threshold parameter β is the
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terminating condition for the algorithm that measures the energy saving difference between previous and current Umin and
Umax values.
Lines 2, 3, and 4 calculate the efficiency of the energy saving algorithm MaxRESDN for the Umin parameter value of
Umin0, Umin0 − α, and Umin0 + α respectively. The MaxRESDN heuristics maximizes the Ratio for Energy Saving
(RESDN) value of the network environment. The larger the RESDN value the larger the energy saving and the better
the network performance is [13]. Lines from 5 to 9 if the change in Umin changes the energy saving. Line 11 sets the
terminating condition for refining the value of the predicted Umin by checking if the difference between the energy saving
using the current Umin and the previous Umin is not greater than the threshold β. Lines from 13 to 15 alliteratively reduce
the Umax0 value until the energy saving does not change according to line 17. The optimal values of Umin and Umax
are found on lines 16, and 17.
Algorithm 2 Refine: Improves the predicted parameters Umin0 and Umax0 values for better efficiency
Input: Predicted parameters Umin0 and Umax0, change α, threshold β.
Output: Improved parameters Umin,Umax
1: repeat
2: EEcurr ← EE(Umin0, Umax0)
3: EEprev ← EE(Umin0 − α,Umax0)
4: EEnext ← EE(Umin0 + α,Umax0)
5: if EEprev < EEnext then
6: Umin0 ← Umin0 + α
7: else
8: Umin0 ← Umin0 − α
9: end if
10: EEnew ← EE(Umin0, Umax0)
11: until ABS(EEcurr − EEnew) ≤ β
12: while EEcurr ≥ EE(Umin0, Umax0 − α) do
13: Umax0 ← Umax0 − α
14: EEcurr ← EE(Umin0, Umax0)
15: end while
16: Umin← Umin0
17: Umax← Umax0
V. THE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING COMPONENT OF HYMER FRAMEWORK
A. Reinforcement Learning Preliminaries
Reinforcement learning is a machine learning technique where an agent learns about the states of an environment through
iterative interaction by taking a set of actions. Each action the agent takes transforms the environment from one state to
another. The environment gives a reward value to each action taken by the agent. The agent learns the actions that maximize
the cumulative reward values [2].
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Fig. 4: Illustration of reinforcement learning
Figure 4 shows how the reinforcement learning algorithm works. The agent interacts with the environment by taking
actions. The action taken changes the environment from one state to the other. The agent then observes the state change
in the environment, and a reward value is given to the action. The goal of the agent is to maximize the cumulative reward
value through taking actions attractively, observation of the environmental changes, and updating the reward for each action.
Despite a longer convergence time in comparison to supervised approach, reinforcement learning is the most appropriate
machine learning method to model dynamic routing as compared to supervised and unsupervised learning. Unlike the
supervised learning technique (described in Section III) which depends on historical labeled training data, reinforcement-
learning does not need labeled training data but it rather learns from scratch by interacting with the environment.
A prominent and difficult step in modeling any problem with reinforcement learning is the definition of action, states,
and a reward function. The size of the set of actions and the number of states has a direct impact on the performance of the
algorithm. The reward function not only defines the objective to be achieved but also plays a major role in the convergence
of the algorithm.
B. Reinforcement Learning Model for SDN
Figure 5 shows the way we modeled the reinforcement learning for energy efficient dynamic routing in SDN. The controller
is an agent that learns by interacting with the environment by taking actions and getting rewards. The environment comprises
the switches, links, and the traffic. Traffic is defined as a set of flows each with source address, destination address, and
flow rate in bits/sec. The state of the environment at a given time is defined as the status of the links (active/inactive), the
utility of links, the status of the switches, and the traffic demand. The action is the list of links (i.e. route) that the agent
takes to deliver traffic flow from the source to destination.
The controller interacts with the environment to learn the most energy efficient path for a flow with source and destination.
Each action At at time t changes state St to St+1, where t is an episode in the learning. Rewards are calculated for each
action based on how energy efficient and how close the links to be chosen are to the destination node. We model the reward
at episode t as a matrix Rt where each row represents traffic in terms of source-destination pair and each column represents
the set of actions which are the set of links. The reward matrix R0 is initialized as follows.
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Fig. 5: SDN controller reinforcement model for energy efficient routing
r0fx ∈ R0 ←

MaxR, fdst directly connected
link x
−MaxR, x is not active
1, Umin ≤ U(x) ≤ Umax
U(x)− Umin, U(x) < Umin
Umax− U(x), U(x) > Umax
(1)
where f represents a source-destination pair of traffic demand, fdst represents the destination of flow f, x represents a
link, and U(x) represents the utility of link x. Equation 1 stipulates that the maximum reward value MaxR is given for the
link x which is directly linked to the destination of flow f . If the utility of the link x is less than the Umin or greater than
Umax, it would be penalized with U(x)-Umin and Umax-U(x) respectively. A maximum punishment of MaxR is given
if x is not active. For links with utilities between Umin and Umax, a reward value of 1 is given.
The goal of the reinforcement learning is to maximize the expected value of the cumulative rewards and is calculated as
E(
∞∑
e=0
γeRe) (2)
where Re is a reward given in episode e, γe ∈ [0, 1] is discount rate at the episode, and E is the expected cumulative
reward value. An important trade-off that needs to be balanced in reinforcement learning is the issue of exploration and
exploitation. Exploration mainly focuses on discovering new solutions to the problem at the cost of taking the risk of getting
less rewards. In our case, the agent can choose an alternative link with minimum reward value aiming to find or explore a
better reward in the future.
Exploitation on the other hand takes a risk averse decision which tends to keep the already acquired rewards and only
takes alternative solution if it is better than the previous one. In our routing case, the agent would choose another link only
if it can increase the cumulative reward value. Exploitation is more of a greedy approach.
The discount parameter γe is the way we maintain the trade-off between exploration and exploitation at episode e. The
discount parameter decreases the reward at episode e by some factor between 0 and 1. The larger the discount parameter,
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the lesser the reward is discounted, the closer the discount parameter is to 0, the more the discount on the reward is. Hence,
by setting the discount parameter to values less than one, the agent can pick a link with lower reward value over higher
ones. There exist two approaches to set the value of the discount rate. One approach is to set ∀γe ← Γ, the other one is to
have different value for each episode. In the latter, it is first set at high value and then reduced at later steps like simulated
annealing. In this work, we set the value of γe ← Γ.
C. Formulation of Energy Efficient Dynamic Routing with Q-learning Algorithm
Q-learning is a model-free value based reinforcement learning algorithm [29]. Q learning defines a Q-value for each
state-action pair, and iteratively maximizes the Q-values by interacting with the environment.The state in our case is the
status the network components, and utility of links. State-action pair is the state of the network and the next link to be
chosen or the flow among the alternatives by considering one state-action ahead. The Q-value of the next state-action is a
measure of how valuable the next action would be given the current state.
Algorithm 3 Q-Routing: Uses Q-learning algorithm to solve dynamic energy efficient routing algorithm
Input: Q-table ← R0,Discount rate γ, Learning rate α,and State S
Output: Updated Q, Episode E
1: repeat(e∈ E) . For each episode
2: Choose Action A
3: Observe re, S
′
for taking action A
4: Q(S,A) ← Q(S,A)+ α [re+ γ maxA′ Q(S′ ,A′ )-Q(S,A)]
5: S ← S′
6: Update R .
7: until S is terminal
Algorithm 3, Q-Routing, shows a modification of the Q-learning algorithm for dynamic routing in [30], [31] and [32]
which were designed for finding the shortest path and minimizing packet delivery time respectively. Our Q-routing algorithm
is different from them in two ways. First, the reward function is used to give the highest value for the shortest path, but
in our case, it gives the highest value if the path keeps the utility of the links between the minimum and maximum utility
values. This keeps the trade-off between energy efficiency and performance. Second, the actions in our case are the links,
but in the [31], [32], the nodes/switches are the actions.
The inputs to the Q-Routing algorithm are the initial Q-table which is equivalent to the reward matrix R0. Line 2 chooses
an action randomly to start, then observes the reward for the randomly picked action A, and also observe the next state
S
′
. This step is repeated until the flow reaches it destination. Through the iterative process, paths of a flow my change
depending on the cumulative reward.
VI. USAGE OF HYMER FRAMEWORK ALGORITHMS
There exist three algorithms in the HyMER framework. PCA and Refine algorithms are parts of the supervised component
of the framework. Q-routing algorithm is part of the reinforcement learning component of HyMER. Except for PCA, the
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Refine and Q-routing algorithms are heuristics. Figure 6 shows the usage of these algorithms and we refer them as HyMER
heuristics or HyMER in short.
As illustrated in Figure6, the choice to start with the supervised component or the reinforcement component depends
on the availability of historical data. If there exist historical data, the supervised component applies feature representation,
feature dimension reduction with PCA, model training, testing, and the refine heuristics is used to predict the optimal Umin
and Umax parameters. The parameters are then used by the MaxRESDN algorithm. If there is a change in the environment
due to new flow arrival or update in the network status, instead of doing predictions and running the MaxRESDN algorithm
again, the reinforcement component acts relatively and responds easily to the changing environment. In the case where there
is no historical data, the reinforcement component, using the Q-routing heuristics can learn energy efficient paths for traffic
flows.
Start
MaxRESDN
If change in 
network,traffic
Supervised
 Component
Subgraph
Update Network
Optimal Umin & Umax values
Reinforcement
 Component
If there is 
historical data
Network status,
 historical data, traffic 
Yes
No
Update Network
Network 
status,
traffic
Yes
Fig. 6: The usage of HyMER framework algorithms
VII. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
This section presents the comprehensive experiments we conducted to evaluate the HyMER framework. First, we present
our experimental platform, the performance metrics of interest, and the real world topology and traffic traces used in the
experiments. Then, we discuss briefly the energy efficiency approaches used for comparison. The next three subsections
present results of the supervised component, reinforcement component, and network energy efficiency and performance,
respectively. In total there exist ten metrics out of which four of them (i.e., accuracy, variance, feature size reduction, and
speedup) are for the supervised component, one (i.e., Maximum Q value) for the reinforcement component, two (i.e., links
saving and switch power consumption) for energy and power saving, and three (i.e., average path length, throughput, and
delay) for network performance.
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A. Experimental Platform, Metrics, and Datasets
The experimental platform is based on POX controller and Mininet [33] network emulator installed on Ubuntu 16.04
64-bit. The topologies are created on Mininet, and the heuristics are implemented on POX controller. Our experiments
are conducted using real world traces from SNDlib [34], in particular, the Abilene, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany network
topologies and dynamic traffic traces.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 7: Images of the network topologies used in the experiments a) Abilene, b) GEANT, and c) Nobel-Germany
Figure 7 shows the images of the network topologies used in the experiments. Abilene is a network that connects cities
in the United States of America. GEANT is a European network that connects countries in the EU including England.
Nobel-Germany is a network among the cities in Germany.
TABLE IV: Topologies and Traces
Topology Nodes Edges
Avg
Deg.
Feature
Size
Snapshot
Minutes
Abilene 12 15 2.5 132 5
GEANT 22 36 4.35 462 15
Nobel-Germany 17 26 3.06 272 5
Table IV presents the topologies, traffic characteristics and the size of the datasets used in our experiments. The features
are extracted from snapshots of the network aggregated in 5, 15 and 5 minutes for the Abiline, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany
dynamic traffic traces. The features are represented as a matrix where each row is an m x (m-1) vector representing the rates
between source and destination pairs. For the Abilene topology with 12 nodes, the dimension of the feature is 12 x 11 =
132. Accordingly, the feature sizes for GEANT and Nobel-Germany are 462 and 272 respectively. We train the models for
traffic volumes ranging from 10% to 90%. The percentage of traffic volume is calculated with respect to the total bandwidth
capacity of the links. For these experiments, the average bandwidth of links is set to 100 Mbps and the average flow rate is
11.36 Mbps, 7.79 Mbps, and 9.56 Mbps for Abiline, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany topologies and traffic traces, respectively.
Table V presents the performance metrics of interest that are evaluated in the experiments. They consist of the accuracy of
the predictor, feature size reduction due to PCA, cross-fold validation to pick the optimal number of principal components,
speedup of the predictor and the refine algorithm as compared to the brute force method, energy efficiency, and average
path length. Accuracy is calculated as
100 ∗ (1− |TV − PV |
TV
)±  (3)
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TABLE V: The Performance Metrics
Metric Meaning In terms of
Accuracy The accuracy of the predictor %
Feature Size Reduction Percentage of feature size reduced by using PCA %
Variance The percentage of information retained in the reduced feature size %
Speedup How fast the Refine algorithm works as compared to brute-force X
Max-Q Value The maximum Q-value achieved per each iteration scalar
Power Average power consumption of switches Watt
Average path length Average length of a path for source destination demand pair #hops
Links saved Percentage of links saved %
Throughput Average throughput of flows Mbits/sec
Delay Average Delay milliseconds
where TV is the true value of the parameter, PV the predicted value of the parameter, and  is the error tolerated. In
the experiments, we set the value of  to 3%. Speedup is calculated as 100/N where N is the number of times the energy
saving algorithm (MaxRESDN) is run before the Refine algorithm gets the optimal value.
The power consumption of a switch is calculated as the sum of the power for the base, configuration and control [35].
Pswitch = Pbase + Pconfig + Pcontrol (4)
Equation 4 shows the total power consumption of a switch (Pswitch) as the sum of Pbase, Pconfig and Pcontrol [35]. Pbase
is the power consumption for keeping the switch on without any active ports. The configuration power consumption Pconfig
is calculated as
Pconfig =
NactivePorts∑
i
ci.Pport (5)
where ci is the percentage of the maximum line speed of the port and Pport is the power consumption of a port at full
capacity measured in watt.
Equation 6 shows the power consumption of control Pcontrol where rPacketIn and EPacketIn are the rate and energy
consumption of PacketIn. rFlowMod and EFlowMod are the rate and energy consumption of the FlowMod operations.
Pcontrol = rPacketInxEPacketIn + rFlowModxEFlowMod (6)
Table VI shows the power consumption parameters of the NEC PF250 switches that are used in the experiments [14],
[35].
TABLE VI: Switch power consumption parameters
Parameters Values
Base[W] 118.33
Pport[W] 0.52
EPacketIn [µ W/packet] 711.30
EFlowMod [µ W/packet] 29.25
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The percentage of links saved is calculated as
Links saved = 100(1−
∑
∀eij Lij
|E| ) (7)
The average path length in terms of average number of hops is calculated as
Average path length =
∑
∀f
∑
∀eij (Fij)
|F| (8)
Throughput is calculated as the amount of data transferred per unit of time. In Mininet, we use Iperf command to measure
the throughput of source and destination pairs. In the experiments, we measure the average throughput of all source and
destination pairs.
Delay is calculated as the amount of time needed for data packets to be transferred from their source to destination. In
our experiments, network delay is measured as the time it takes for the packets of a flow to start at the source and reach at
the destination node. The delay is measured both on the Mininet side and POX controller.
B. Algorithms Used for Comparison
The heuristics algorithms used to compare MaxRESDN heuristics are listed in Table VII. The methodology in [36] starts
by formulating the problem with MIP, then proposes four heuristic algorithms. The first flow is assigned its corresponding
shortest path, the succeeding flows are assigned paths where the change in energy consumption is minimized. Each heuristics
algorithm uses a different criteria to sort the flows and processes them in the corresponding order. The four variations of
the algorithms first sort the flows according to the Shortest Path First (SPF), Shortest Path Last (SPL), Smallest Demand
First (SDF), and Highest Demand First (HDF).
TABLE VII: Table of Heuristics
Abbreviation Description
SPF [36] Shortest Path First
SPL [36] Shortest Path Last
SDF [36] Smallest Demand First
HDF [36] Highest Demand First
NSP [11] Next Shortest Path
NMU [11] Next Maximum Utility
B [11] Best Combination of NSP (NMU) with others
HyMER ML assisted MaxRESDN [13]
The objective of NSP algorithm is to re-route flows passing through the under-utilized links to the next shortest path. NMU,
on the other hand, chooses the path that has the link with maximum utility. Whereas NSP gives priority to performance,
NMU focuses on maximizing the utility of active links. Both NSP and NMU are not only ordering independent but can
also be applied on top of other algorithm outputs to improve efficiency. The B heuristics is the application of NSP or NMU
algorithms on top of the results of SPF, SPL, SDF, or HDF algorithms. It is the best in terms of energy efficiency.
HyMER is the machine learning assisted version of MaxRESDN heuristics which achieves energy saving, network
performance, and traffic proportionality by maximizing the link utility interval metric named Ratio for Energy Saving
in SDN (RESDN). Both the supervised and the reinforcement components of the HyMER achieve results consistent with
MaxRESDN.
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C. Results of the Supervised Learning Component of HyMER
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Fig. 8: Cross validation results of the percentage of PCs versus feature size reduction, accuracy, and variance for Abilene, GEANT, and
Nobel-Germany topology and traces. It also shows the optimal percentage of PCs selected for each topology and trace.
Figure 8 show size reduction, cross-validation accuracy and variance of the model for the Abilene, GEANT, and Nobel-
Germany topology and traces. Size reduction is inversely proportional to accuracy and variance. The percentage of principal
components we picked from the 10-fold cross validation are 30%, 32% and 35% which correspond to accuracy values 78%,
79%, 80% and feature size reduction of 70%, 68%, 65% for the Abilene, GEANT and Nobel-Germany topologies and traces,
respectively. The value of k we have chosen for the PCA is 40, 148, and 96 for the three topologies and traces. The number
of principal components is up to 5% larger than where the accuracy and the size reduction plots intersect. The choice is
carefully made so that the model would not over-fit the data and at the same time contain at least 80% of the information
in the original data.
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Fig. 9: Accuracy for predicting Umin, Umax, Umin/Umax (Umin given Umax is known, and Umin/Umax (Umax given Umin
is known a) Abilene b) GEANT and c) Nobel-Germany topology traces
Figure 9 shows the accuracy of predicting Umin, Umax, Umin/Umax (Umax given Umin is known), Umax/Umin
(Umin given Umax is known) versus for the GEANT data set. The accuracy of predicting Umin ranges between 68% to
75%. For the Abilene trace, Umax prediction accuracy is 3 to 5% better than Umin’s prediction. An interesting observation
from this experiment is that the accuracy of Umin and Umax increases if Umax and Umin are known apriori. In case of
the GEANT topology trace, a prior knowledge of Umin increases the prediction accuracy of Umax by at least 15%. The
accuracy of the predictor is independent of the traffic volume.
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TABLE VIII: Refine algorithm speedup for convergence of the Umin and Umax parameters of MaxRESDN heuristics algorithm as
compared to the brute force method
Traffic
(%)
Abilene GEANT Nobel-Germany
Umin Umax Umin Umax Umin Umax
10 17.86 21.43 18.37 15.43 14.29 18.37
20 16.07 22.69 16.77 16.77 18.37 16.77
30 14.84 20.3 18.37 16.77 16.77 16.07
40 16.77 19.29 20.3 19.29 21.43 19.29
50 17.53 19.29 16.07 20.3 19.29 19.29
60 16.07 19.29 16.77 16.77 18.37 21.43
70 15.43 25.71 18.37 24.11 14.84 18.37
80 16.07 20.3 20.3 22.69 14.29 16.07
90 14.29 20.3 21.43 24.11 16.77 25.71
Table VIII shows how fast the Refine algorithm converges to the optimal values of Umin and Umax parameters relative
to the brute force method. The brute force method checks all values from 0% to 100% and selects the optimal Umin
and Umax that leads to the highest energy saving. Since the accuracy of the prediction is not 100%, the Refine heuristic
improves the predicted values to reach the optimal value with few numbers of steps. The speedup for traffic ranging from
10% to 90% traffic volume is 14.85X to 25.71X of the brute force method. Similar to the accuracy of the predictor, the
speedup of the Refine heuristics is independent of the traffic volume.
D. Results for Reinforcement Learning Component of HyMER
Figure 10 demonstrates the convergence of our proposed Q-Routing algorithm with regard to MaxR value. For MaxR value
of 20, results show that the maximum Q-value of the algorithm is attained at the 215th, 101th, and 250th iteration (episode)
with maximum Q-value of 41.04, 34.67 and 50.01 for the Abilene, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany datasets, respectively. For
MaxR=50, the maximum Q-value of 71.02, 64.66 and 80.01 is achieved at the 210th, 120th, and 275th episodes similar
topologies and traffic traces. For MaxR value of 70, the graph shows a fluctuation until it reaches the maximum Q-value. In
all the three network topologies used and different MaxR values set in these experiments, the algorithm converges prior to
reaching the maximum number of episodes (1000). Perhaps an interesting observation we see from these results is that the
algorithm tends to exploit the maximum reward it has acquired after it reaches to some point. It is evident that exploration of
better possibilities is done in prior episodes, then exploitation continues. The figure also shows that increasing the maximum
reward MaxR value has a direct effect on the maximum Q-value, but the convergence of the algorithms remains similar in
both cases.
E. Energy Efficiency and Network Performance Results
This subsection presents energy efficiency and network performance experimental results. Percentage of links saved and
the average power consumption of switches are the metrics used to measure network energy efficiency. The metrics presented
to measure the network performance are average path length, throughput, and delay.
Figure 11 shows the percentage of links saved for Abilene, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany network topology and traffic
traces. In the case of Abilene and Nobel-Germany topology, our approach HyMER achieves the maximum percentage of
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Fig. 10: Q-Routing maximum Q-value versus episodes for the Abilene, GEANT, and Nobel-Germany network topology and traffic traces
by setting the learning rate α= 0.08, reward discount parameter γ= 0.1 and the number of episodes to 1000 a) MaxR=20, b) MaxR=50
c) MaxR=70
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Fig. 11: Percentage of links saved for traffic volumes ranging from 20% to 90% for a) Abilene b) GEANT and c) Nobel-Germany network
topology and traffic traces
links saved. For traffic volume more than 70%, the B heuristics exhibits a closer saving to our approach for both of the
topologies. Especially, for the GEANT topology, the B heuristics demonstrated a slight improvement over our approach.
There is a similar trend between NSP and NMU, because they are both first initialized with the shortest path and then flows
are redirected in the direction of the next shortest path and next maximum utility, respectively. The figure demonstrates that
our approach achieves the highest energy saving for lower traffic volumes. This clearly shows that the energy consumption
of our approach is proportional to traffic volume streaming through the network. Hence, it achieves traffic proportionality
as a feature in energy saving.
Figure 12 shows the average power consumption of the NEC PF5240 switches. Our approach HyMER demonstrates the
least power consumption which saves a minimum of 10 watts to a maximum of 15 watts for the GEANT topology, 3 watts
to 8 watts for the Abilene topology, and 2 watts to 5 watts for the Nobel-Germany topology. SPL and SDF heuristics show
the least power saving. Our approach demonstrated similar results in Figure 11 where the power consumption increases with
traffic volume. Hence, traffic proportional energy saving is achieved with HyMER similar to the MaxRESDN [13] heuristics.
Figure 13 shows the average path length of our approach in comparison to other heuristics for traffic volumes ranging
from 20% to 90%. The NSP algorithm shows the lowest average path length. This is due to the fact that NSP gives priority
to performance as it saves energy. SPL has demonstrated the worst average path length for Abilene and GEANT topology.
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Fig. 12: Average power consumption of the NEC PF5240 measured in watts for traffic volumes ranging from 20% to 90% for a) Abilene
b) GEANT and c) Nobel-Germany network topology and traffic traces
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Fig. 13: Average path length in terms of number of hops for traffic volumes ranging from 20% to 90% for a) Abilene b) GEANT and c)
Nobel-Germany network topology and traffic traces
HDF also has a similar trend with SPL. The reason for HDF and SPL to behave in this way is because their objective
is energy saving but not performance. However, our approach, HyMER exhibits a very close average path length to NSP.
By looking at Figures 11, 12, and 13, our approach has the highest energy saving and a performance closer to the best
algorithm, NSP in terms of average path length. Hence, our approach maintains the trade-off between network performance
and energy efficiency.
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Fig. 14: Throughput in Mbps for traffic volumes ranging from 20% to 90% for a) Abilene b) GEANT and c) Nobel-Germany network
topology and traffic traces
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Figure 14 shows the throughput of our approach in comparison to other heuristics for traffic volumes ranging from
20% to 90%. NSP, NMU, and SPF have demonstrated the maximum throughput for all the topologies. This is mainly
because the three heuristics give priority to performance as they try to save energy. Our approach HyMER has shown an
acceptable throughput which is on average less than 3 to 5 Mbps from the best performing heuristics. The average path
length measurements show that increase in traffic increases the average path length. This is because as the volume of traffic
increases, the shortest paths become overloaded, and some flows have to be re-routed to longer paths. Our approach not
only does have the maximum energy saving in terms of the average number of links saved and the average switch power
consumption but also have a performance closer to performance-oriented energy saving heuristics. Hence, it maintains the
trade-off between performance and energy efficiency.
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Fig. 15: Delay in ms for traffic volumes ranging from 20% to 90% for a) Abilene b) GEANT network topology and traffic traces
Figure 15 shows the delay of our approach in comparison to other heuristics for traffic volumes ranging from 20% to
90% for the Abilene, GEANT and Nobel-Germany network topology and traffic traces. Similar to the results of throughput
in Figure 14, heuristics such as NSP, SPF, and NMU that give priority to performance while saving energy achieve a delay
of 9 ms for traffic volume of 20% and 11 ms for traffic volume of 90%. HDF and SDF heuristics on the other hand are
better in energy saving but exhibit 3 ms to 10 ms worse delay than NSP, NMU, and SPF algorithms. However, HyMER
demonstrates delay between the two types of heuristics. Results show that our approach is the best in terms of energy saving
at the same time with acceptable delay. Hence, the trade-off between performance and energy efficiency is maintained.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND APPLICABLE SCENARIOS
The major objectives in the design of HyMER are fourfold; energy efficiency, network performance, dynamicity, and
computational feasibility. Figure 11 and 12 illustrate the energy efficiency and average path length of the supervised
component of HyMER. According to the predicted Umin and Umax parameters and after applying the Refine heuristics,
results show that HyMER heuristics achieves energy saving of 48% for low traffic in terms of percentage of links saved.
Switch power consumption has shown on average 10 watts less than heuristics that give priority to performance.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the average path length, throughput, and delay of HyMER in comparison with similar
approaches. It is demonstrated that energy saving approaches with the objective of increasing performance in terms of
number hops, such as NSP, NMU, and SPF, have shown the least average path length, the highest throughput, and the least
delay. Approaches that give more attention to energy saving, such as HDF and SPL, have demonstrated the opposite. Our
approach, however, shows a performance closer to approaches that give higher priority to performance over energy efficiency.
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The significance of the supervised component of the HyMER lies in the fact that it predicts Umin and Umax for new
traffic. Getting the optimal values of the parameters increases the RESDN value. Maximum RESDN value increases utilities
of links, energy saving, and also maintains an acceptable network performance. However, there are two disadvantages of the
supervised approach. First, there needs to be a sufficient amount of data for model training, otherwise the model overfits and
would not generalize well for new data. Second, the supervised component is applied by taking the snapshots of the network
state periodically, but not in response to the dynamic changes in the network environment. The supervised component fails to
capture the network state if major changes happen between two consecutive time intervals that snapshots are taken. Setting
small time intervals between snapshots, on the other hand, incurs extra prediction costs especially if there is no major change
in the network.
The reinforcement component addresses the drawbacks of the supervised approach. First, the reinforcement model can
be trained by interacting with the network environment and traffic which makes it applicable despite insufficient amount
of training data. Second, it can automatically learn the changes in the network and traffic. Hence, it finds energy efficient
paths for newly arriving flows and at the same time considers the changes in the topology. On the other hand, applying
reinforcement learning from scratch, comes with extra cost of time. However, the reinforcement component can be applied
on top of the results from the supervised component, in which case the convergence time of the reinforcement algorithm
drastically decreases.
TABLE IX: HyMER supervised and reinforcement components: Application scenarios
Component
Sufficient
Historical Data
From
Scratch
Dynamicity
Requirement
Supervised (S) X
Reinforcement (R) X X
Combined (S+R) X X X
Table IX shows the application scenarios for the supervised and reinforcement components of the HyMER framework. It
is our finding that applying both the supervised and reinforcement components not only would help to learn from historical
data but also adapt quickly to the changing traffic and topology. It is demonstrated that when applied on top of the results
of the supervised solutions, the reinforcement component converges two times faster than running from scratch.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
SDN is a powerful networking paradigm that allows flexibility in the network control and management through re-routing
flows in order to achieve efficiency, performance, load balancing, and security. In this work, we proposed HyMER, supervised
and reinforcement machine learning based framework for traffic aware energy efficient routing in SDN. We used topology
and traffic as features to train our model. For the supervised component of the framework, we employed PCA and achieved
a feature size reduction of up to 70% on real-world network topology and dynamic traffic traces. Particularly, we tested
supervised component to predict Umin and Umax parameters for the energy efficient MaxRESDN heuristics algorithm.
In addition to the prediction, we also proposed a heuristics to increase the accuracy of the supervised model prediction to
100%. Comprehensive experimental results show that the accuracy of predicting Umin and Umax is more than 80%. The
refining heuristics algorithm converges to the optimal Umin and Umax values 15 to 25 times faster than the brute force
method.
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The supervised learning component is applicable when there is sufficient historical data to learn from. The reinforcement
component addresses the two problems of the supervised component. First, there must be sufficient amount of historical
data. Second, the supervised component cannot capture the dynamic changes in the network due to change in traffic or
topology. The reinforcement learning component of the framework incrementally learns by interacting with the network
environment in picking the path that maximizes energy saving. It can work in both cases where historical data is available
or not. Experiments conducted on real network topology and traffic traces show that, it converges to the MaxRESDN energy
saving with an average 110 to 275 number of episodes for different values of MaxR. It also converges even faster when it
is initialized by outputs of the supervised component.
As future work, we plan to incorporate end systems by using SDN as a tool for energy efficient and performance oriented
virtual machine placement and migration planning in software defined data centers. Virtual machine migration energy saving
approaches focus on minimizing the number of physical servers and migration time. The energy consumption of migrating
virtual machines, and the network energy consumption has not researched well. Automation of data center management and
control can be enhanced by software defined networking. We also plan to design an energy efficiency framework that jointly
minimizes the energy consumption of end systems and network components. In this work, we have shown how reinforcement
learning is applied on top of the supervised component outcome. An interesting future work could be enabling the controller
to automatically decide when to switch from the supervised component usage to the reinforcement component. Another
research direction is analyzing the fault tolerance of HyMER in the case of link and switch failures.
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